Abstract-With the idea of social network analysis, we propose a novel way to analyze movie videos from the perspective of social relationships rather than audiovisual features. To appropriately describe role's relationships in movies, we devise a method to quantify relations and construct role's social networks, called RoleNet. Based on RoleNet, we are able to perform semantic analysis that goes beyond conventional feature-based approaches. In this work, social relations between roles are used to be the context information of video scenes, and leading roles and the corresponding communities can be automatically determined. The results of community identification provide new alternatives in media management and browsing. Moreover, by describing video scenes with role's context, social-relation-based story segmentation method is developed to pave a new way for this widely-studied topic. Experimental results show the effectiveness of leading role determination and community identification. We also demonstrate that the social-based story segmentation approach works much better than the conventional tempo-based method. Finally, we give extensive discussions and state that the proposed ideas provide insights into context-based video analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE flourishing movie industries produce more than 4500 movies every year. With the advance of digital technologies, movies are produced or disseminated digitally, and seeing movies has been one of the most popular entertainments. Explosive amounts of movie data not only impede efficient storage or dissemination but also burden users in information access. Therefore, techniques of automatic movie organization and indexing are urgently needed.
Over the past decade, researches on movie analysis attempt to solve the most notorious problem-the semantic gap. However, it seems that approaches based on audiovisual features face an unbreakable impediment. From the research trend of movie video analysis, we found that these studies come from "frame-level" analysis, which is based on shot change detection and keyframe selection [29] , [30] , to "event-level" analysis, which further considers the temporal context or objects in the scenes and achieves the detection of some important events such as dialog [27] and gunplay [28] . However, when we watch a movie, what we really see are the "stories" derived from the action or interaction between characters. Humans don't care about how shots change or whether a scene is a dialog in watching movies. Therefore, we argue that a movie analysis system should be advanced to "story-level" analysis. Easily accessing specific events may be beneficial to professional editors, but easily accessing stories is beneficial to all the audience. From the literature of filmmaking, we found that space arrangement is an important factor to build stories. A director arranges people and objects in a 3-D space and transforms real entities into two-dimensional images via cameras, based on the guidelines of graphic arts or theatre arrangement. This process is called "mise en scene" [33] . Characters enter the same space and interact with each other to narrate a story segment. After this story segment ends, the camera switches to another space, where the same characters or other characters interact to start a new story segment. Usually, each scene consists of many shots. Each shot forms a unit of space arrangement, and each scene forms a unit of story segment. The relationships between characters are constructed based on their interaction in scenes [34] . Fig. 1 shows an example of mise en scene, which are snapshots of a scene in "My Blueberry Night." After the character A enters the space, she interacts with character B. The camera also captures the action of character C, who is put on the side and never talks to others throughout this scene. However, the audience can easily perceive that these three characters have some kind of relationship through this arrangement. Therefore, we can see that how characters arranged in the same space and the relationship between them are very important in narrating stories. In this work, we propose a story-level analysis system based on the social relationships between characters. Mutual relations between roles rather than audiovisual features are extracted and modeled to facilitate movie understanding.
The idea of this work originates from social network analysis (SNA) [11] , which is one of the research fields in social science. In social science, interactions between entities are modeled as a complex network, and the techniques of SNA are designed to discover hidden structures/properties that cannot be directly perceived or measured by people. The ideas have been widely applied with success to topics about Internet structuring, human interactions [12] , epidemiology, ecosystems [13] , and etc. Essentially, the gap between direct observations and hidden natures in social science is similar to the semantic gap in multimedia understanding.
In this work, we try to model relationships between computational observations as a complex network and introduce SNA techniques to discover hidden semantic information in movies. Humans understand the stories conveyed by a movie because they learn the mutual relations between characters (roles) 1 . How roles interact or conflict leads a story. Therefore, we treat a movie as a small society, which is constructed by roles and their interactions. We model the relationships between roles as a role's social network [20] , [21] , which is named as RoleNet. Based on RoleNet, we propose several SNA algorithms to discover hidden semantics. It's believed that the proposed method provides a novel viewpoint to analyze movies and is beneficial to bridge the semantic gap.
The contributions of this work are summarized as follows.
• The idea of SNA to do movie analysis: We elaborately introduce the concept of SNA to conduct semantic movie analysis. We realize the idea and practically bridge computational observations and the hidden semantic information.
• An approach to model roles' interrelationship as a network:
We explicitly address how to evaluate roles' interrelationships and transform them into a network. The proposed construction methods are general enough to various types of movies.
• Novel algorithms to analyze social relationships in movies:
Based on RoleNet, several algorithms are designed to 1 According to the definitions in Webster's dictionary, a character is "an imaginary person represented in a work of film", and a role is the "normal or customary activity of a person in a particular social setting." Actually, a character may play different roles according to different social situations. Using the word "character" is more precise. However, to concisely describe the proposed approach, i.e., RoleNet, we use character and role interchangeably in this work.
achieve leading roles determination and community identification. They are social characteristics existing in movie videos, and are good clues to approach movie understanding.
• A social-relation-based story segmentation method:
Instead of describing video scenes by audiovisual features, we represent scenes by role's context and devise a method to evaluate the progress of stories. We compare the proposed method with conventional approaches and demonstrate its effectiveness. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II provides a brief survey on movie video analysis. We also address the novelty of our work after describing other social-based methods. In Section III, we describe how to model roles' interrelationship and how to construct the RoleNet. Based on RoleNet, we perform community analysis for a pilot instance, i.e., the so-called bilateral movies, and further propose a generic model applicable to various types of movies in Section IV. In Section V, we describe video scenes based on role's context and propose a social-based approach for story segmentation. Section VI describes the evaluation results on community analysis and story segmentation. Some discussions and limitations of current works are stated in Section VII. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section VIII.
II. RELATED WORK
Many studies have been proposed to analyze movies based on audiovisual features. They can be roughly categorized into the following categories: genre classification, story segmentation, and video abstraction. Rasheed et al. [1] exploited color, motion, and shot information to classify movies into comedies, action, dramas, or horror films. Adams et al. [2] evaluated video tempo on the basis of shot change frequency and motion information. For story segmentation, the idea of logical story units (LSU) [3] was proposed. An LSU contains a series of shots that convey a solid semantic meaning. Moreover, various video abstraction techniques [4] - [6] have been proposed to represent movie content in a compact manner, such as automatic summarization for action movies [7] , [8] .
Some studies were conducted for the so-called "affective content analysis." These works investigate human's perception drawn by audiovisual stimuli [9] , [10] . On the basis of the knowledge from cinematography and psychology, human's emotion or affection is described by computational models. Stimuli derived from audiovisual features are still the focus of modeling.
Recently, few studies have been conducted to perform multimedia content analysis based on SNA. Vinciarelli et al. [22] is one of the first few researchers who investigate the usage of social relationship in segmenting radio programs. Radio programs with specific structure, i.e., each program has a "news" part and a "talk show" part, were processed. By identifying the occurrence of two anchormen and the end of first anchorman's talk, this work reported promising results in segmenting two parts of programs. They further extended their work to perform generic news story segmentation [23] . Similarly, they recognize each actor as in a "story" or as an "anchorman" from audio information, and then segment news programs into stories.
Another interesting work concerning social relationships was proposed in [24] . By using features of speech behavior, interaction, and topics in group meeting videos, Rienks et al. analyzed the influence of each participant. They recognize which participant(s) are more influential than others, which is also one of the tasks in our work though the targeted media are movies. With audiovisual features such as speaking length and motion activity, Hung et al. [36] estimate the most dominant person in a group meeting. Also for meeting recordings, Garg et al. [35] perform role recognition based on lexical information and social network analysis.
The works described above either developed techniques of social network analysis or focused on social signals like speaker interaction. In these years, researchers try to bring social intelligence [37] into computer systems and achieve intelligent analysis. These works can be categorized into a growing research domain called social signal processing [38] . Complete introduction of this domain is beyond the scope of this paper, but a recent literature survey can be found in [39] .
We proposed an SNA-based approach to analyze movies in [20] . Leading roles and corresponding communities can be automatically identified by checking the social relationships between characters. However, this approach can only be applied to a specific type of movie, say bilateral movies (see Section IV for detailed descriptions). In [21] , we extended this approach to various kinds of movies. The number of leading roles and hierarchy of communities are automatically determined. In this paper, we further exploit social relationships to describe video scenes, and develop a story segmentation module that works from a different perspective from conventional approaches. We report comprehensive performance evaluation of leading role determination, community identification, and story segmentation for different types of movies and TV shows.
As compared to the works in [23] , the novelty of our work is twofold: 1) more elaborate graph-based analysis and 2) story segmentation based on role's social context. Both works represent social relationship as a graph. However, Vinciarelli and Favre took how an actor appears in different news segments a feature vector, and identified each feature vector as representing an anchorman or an actor in a story. In our work, we further exploit the correlation between characters and perform leading role and community identification based on the graph. For the data with relatively simple structure, they can achieve story segmentation by identifying the property of each actor, i.e., a story role or an anchorman role. In our work, we determine the boundaries of stories based on the changes of mutual relationship shown in different video scenes. Simply identifying whether a character appears in a scene doesn't fulfill the need of movie story segmentation. We have to detect tuning points of stories, in which characters in different story segments have significantly different social context.
III. ROLENET

A. Definition of RoleNet
A model that is suitable to describe roles' relationship should possess the following characteristics.
• Representing relationships effectively: There are many roles in a movie, and relationships among them are often intricate. In addition, closeness between different pairs of roles varies. How to effectively represent these characteristics is the first key.
• Facilitating systematic analysis: We would like to design algorithms to automatically analyze these intricate relationships. Therefore, the devised model should be structurally well-defined and is able to facilitate systematic analysis. With these requirements, a RoleNet is defined as follows. Definition: A RoleNet is a weighted graph expressed by where represents the set of roles in a movie,
, and the element in represents the strength of the relationship between and . To construct a RoleNet, we have to address how to quantify the "relationship" between roles, i.e.,
. In this work, the relationship between roles is developed when they interact with each other. More often two roles appear in the same scenes, more chances they can interact, and closer relationship is built between them. Therefore, we can quantify roles' relationship as the number of co-occurrence between roles.
B. Construction of RoleNet
At the first step of RoleNet construction, a movie is viewed as a bipartite graph (c.f. Fig. 2(a) ). The square nodes denote scenes, and the circular nodes denote roles. The edge between the th square node and the th circular node represents that the th role appears in the th scene. For a movie that consists of scenes and different roles, we can express the status of occurrence by a matrix , where the element
The matrix presentation of Fig. 2 (a) is shown in Fig. 2(c) . More specifically, the th column vector, , of denotes the scenes where the th role appeared. Based on this occurrence matrix, we can identify the co-occurrence of the th role and the th role by (2) The value of is actually the inner product of and . This measurement can be generalized to the whole matrix. The co-occurrence status among roles in a movie can be expressed by (3) in which is especially set as 0 when . In the example of Fig. 2 , the co-occurrence status among roles is expressed by Fig. 2(d) , and the corresponding graphical representation, i.e., RoleNet, is shown in Fig. 2 (b). The edge between two nodes denotes that these two roles once appeared in the same scene. Note that the edges are weighted according to the closeness between these two roles. The thicker (larger weight) an edge is, the closer the two roles are.
After the processes described above, we transform role's relationship into RoleNet. On the basis of this network, we elaborately perform analysis for different types of movies.
IV. COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
A. Bilateral Movie Analysis
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed idea, we take a popular type of movie, named "bilateral movies," as a pilot instance. In a bilateral movie, there are two apparent leading roles. Other roles assist the progress of story and can be grouped into two communities, which are respectively led by these two leading roles. For example, there are often a justice group and an evil group in action movies. As for romance movies, it is common to find two groups that belong to the hero and the heroine, respectively. Fig. 3 shows the RoleNet constructed from a typical bilateral movie-"You've Got Mail." We can roughly see closeness between roles via edge weights. However, there are actually finer structures hidden in this network. Table I shows the true casts and the corresponding positions in this movie. Roles 1 and 2 are the hero and the heroine, and other roles can be separated into two groups led by them, respectively. The RoleNet in Fig. 3 consists of intricate edges so that the finer structure cannot be directly observed.
To facilitate deeper investigation, we propose a process to perform community analysis, as depicted in Fig. 4 . For a given RoleNet, we first determine the leading roles, and then identify the hidden communities. Leading roles are the persons who have the most significant impact and dominate the progress of stories in a movie. A community is a group of roles that relatively have similar relationships to a leading role. For example, the roles 3, 5, 6, 7 are the heroine's friends and colleagues. They live or work with the heroine, and the audience can clearly perceive that they are "at the same side." Leading Role Determination: In SNA, evaluating the impact of each individual is one of the earliest issues. It is known as the centrality problem [11] . One way to measure the centrality value of a node is to calculate the number of connected edges to it. However, this measurement doesn't faithfully reflect the information within a RoleNet, which is a weighted graph and conveys much information in edge weights. Therefore, based on RoleNet, we evaluate the centrality of the node (role) as (4) where is the edge weight defined in Section III-B. In bilateral movies, we choose the nodes with the first two largest centrality values as the leading roles.
Community Identification: After determining the leading roles, we would like to investigate how other roles relate to them and identify which roles have similar characteristics, i.e., they form a community. From the perspective of SNA, communities are groups of nodes within which the connections are dense but between which the connections are sparse.
According to the characteristics of bilateral movies, there are two major communities led by two leading roles. Determining these two communities can be viewed as a binary labeling problem. We denote the first and the second leading roles as and . The problem of community identification can be expressed as follows. Given a RoleNet, find a labeling solution :
where is the number of roles, is a set of binary labels, if is assigned to the community led by , and if is assigned to the community led by . The value is the closeness between two communities, which is calculated by summing the weights between roles in two different communities. The first leading role is labeled as 0 , and the second leading role is labeled as 1 . Equation (5) expresses that the optimal solution is the labels causing the least closeness between two different communities. For a brief description, we use to represent the roles in the community led by , and use to represent the roles in the community led by .
This problem can be solved through finding the minimum cut between two leading roles. Therefore, we adopt the maximumflow-minimum-cut algorithm [14] to find the optimal labeling.
Fig . 5 shows the result of community identification corresponding to Fig. 3 . Node 1 and node 2 are correctly detected as the leading roles (with the dash-line circles). The roles identified as the members of are marked by solid-line squares, and the roles identified as the members of are marked by solid-line circles. These results exactly match the real cases listed in Table I .
B. Generalization
The bilateral example has shown that RoleNet well describes the relationship between roles and the proposed method effectively discovers the hidden structure. In this section, we would like to generalize the idea to various kinds of movies. The generalization process tackles with the following issues.
• Automatically determining the number of leading roles:
The prescribed process is conducted when the number of leading roles is predetermined. Therefore, we try to develop a method that automatically determines the number of leading roles.
• Analyzing finer communities: There are actually finer structures within the identified communities. For example, although the roles no. 4 and no. 8 are both identified in the community led by the hero, as shown in Fig. 5 , they have totally different positions in the movie. Table II shows the true information at finer granularity. In this work, we call the rough communities identified previously as macro-communities, and call the finer structure in Table II as micro-communities.
Leading Role Determination: An important observation can be utilized to automatically determine the number of leading roles. Leading roles make significantly larger impact than other roles. More specifically, there is a large gap between the impact of leading roles and that of supporting roles. Based on this observation, the problem of leading role determination can be mathematically expressed as follows: (8) where , , and . is a set of binary labels, in which is the ith role is assigned as a leading role, and otherwise. The set represents centrality values of the roles assigned to leading roles. The physical meaning of is the difference of centrality values between the least important leading role and the most important supporting role. The result we want is the labels that cause the largest centrality difference.
To solve this problem, still taking "You've Got Mail" as an example, we propose an automatic leading role determination method in the following. in which each point represents the boundary characteristic between two roles. 4. Find the maximum point in the difference distribution, which represents the largest gap in centrality.
The selected boundary determines the number of leading roles. In the example of Fig. 6 , this method automatically determines that the roles no. 2 and no. 1 should be leading roles. The complexity of this algorithm is bounded to the sorting of centrality values. If there are roles in a movie, the complexity is .
Community Identification:
Micro-Community Identification: After determining the leading roles, we devise a method to directly discover the hidden micro-communities. The idea is to appropriately group certain roles into a micro-community. Because a leading role may pass through several micro-communities, it's not reasonable to assign he/she into only one micro-community. Therefore, we first remove the leading roles and the edges linked to them from the RoleNet. Then, Algorithm 2 is applied to the modified RoleNet. We use the value to index the community's evolution situation. The value is initialized as 0 in the beginning and increases by one when the community situation changes. The progress of this algorithm can be illustrated as a dendrogram, which describes how we cluster communities at each step. For example, as shown in Fig. 7 , the roles no. 6 and no. 7 are first categorized together , then the role no. 5 is merged into this community at the second level . (We say "level" but not "iteration" because the community situation may not change at each iteration.) The same process can be iteratively applied until all nodes have been examined. Each level in the dendrogram represents a case of community situation. Now the problem is to determine which level in the dendrogram is the best. We design a measurement to evaluate the community case at different levels. For the level , the measurement is defined as (9) where denotes the community situation at the level , and denotes the number of communities in this case. The value represents the average weight between different communities at level . The right part of Fig. 7 shows the measures at different levels.
Conceptually, the value of represents the closeness between communities. In community identification, we prefer that roles in different communities are least related. Therefore, we pick the community case that causes the minimal . In Fig. 7 , the minimal value occurs at the sixth level, in which the micro-communities includes roles , and , respectively. The roles in the same brace are classified into the same micro-communities. This result is very close to the true states listed in Table II. Because we remove at least one edge at each iteration until all edges are removed, the complexity of the algorithm is bounded to the number of edges. The maximum possible edges is . Therefore, the complexity of micro-community identification is . Macro-Community Identification: On the basis of micro-communities, we can aggregate them to construct macro-communities. Because a macro-community contains a leading role and his/her most related micro-communities, the problem of macro-community identification can be solved by assigning micro-communities to the most appropriate leading role.
Let represent the set of leading roles. For the micro-community , the assigning process is as follows:
(10) where the value denotes the weight between the leading role and the role in . We use the largest weight to represent the closeness between and the leading role . By checking the value with respect to every leading role, we finally assign to the one that has the largest weight with . Fig. 8 simultaneously shows the results of micro-community and macro-community identification for the movie "You've Got Mail." There are two macro-communities (in solid-line squares). The micro-communities (in dash-line squares) in each macro-community are automatically determined by the proposed algorithm. Note that the result of macro-community identification is the same as that in Fig. 5 . By comparing the results of micro-community with the true states listed in Table II , only the role no. 3 is erroneously identified.
In macro-community identification, we compute the weight of each edge between supporting roles and leading roles. If there are leading roles and supporting roles, we must compute edges at most. Therefore, the complexity of this process is bounded to .
V. STORY SEGMENTATION
Automatic story segmentation is a widely studied topic in video analysis researches. After shot change detection, shots that have similar content-based characteristics and are temporally adjacent are clustered together to form a scene or a story [15] , [17] . For news videos, audiovisual features are fused to model the boundaries of reported stories [18] . For movie videos, the so-called logical story units [3] are determined through checking shots' visual similarity and the pattern of shot changes. Based on tempo analysis [2] and computational media aesthetics [19] , we developed a system to automatically perform story segmentation for action movies [8] .
Numerous works that extract audiovisual features and fuse them by elaborate models have been proposed. However, for the task of story segmentation in movies, most works overlook the essence of stories. Although changes of stories usually accompany with significant variations in visual appearance, the main factor for humans to sense a story boundary is the essential change in semantics. Semantics represents what a director wants to describe and is often derived from the interaction between characters. Therefore, based on RoleNet and community analysis described in the previous sections, we propose a story segmentation method from a new perspective and demonstrate its superiority.
A. Scene Representation
Similar to conventional story segmentation works, we first define the representation of scenes. The major difference between the proposed representation and conventional ones is that we describe scenes by "the context of roles" rather than audiovisual features. Story segmentation is achieved by comparing the role's context in successive scenes.
Let denote the th character in a specific scene. The relationship between this role and others can be expressed by a "profile vector"
, which is the -th column vector of the matrix in equation (3). The vector denotes the closeness between the role no. and others. It is normalized into a unit vector for the following process. For the th scene, we collect the profile vectors of the roles appearing in this scene to form a matrix that describes roles' context:
. It is an by matrix if there are roles in this scene and there are totally roles in the movie. Similarly, the matrix for the th scene is denoted by , if there are roles in this scene. Note that the vector in the th scene and the vector in the th scene would be different, i.e., the identifications of the th characters in these two scenes are different. Using the notations of and is more precise but dazzles readers. Therefore, we use the simplified notation in the following description.
Based on this information, the context-based similarity between "the th role in the th scene" and "the th role in the th scene" is defined as the inner product of two corresponding profile vectors:
. By calculating the context-based similarities between every two roles in two successive scenes, the similarity between the th scene and the th scene can be expressed in a matrix form: . Fig. 9 shows an example of calculating the context similarity between two scenes.
Finally, the context-based difference between the th scene and the th scene is defined as (11) which represents the average difference between pairs of roles in two different scenes. The value is between 0 and 1.
B. Story Segmentation
Going through the whole movie, we can plot a "difference curve" that represents the difference between adjacent scenes. Fig. 10 shows the curve of context-based difference for the movie "You've Got Mail." Variations of the heights of this curve implicitly present some clues for finding story boundaries. Based on this curve, the goal of story segmentation is to find appropriate scene boundaries that represent changes of stories. In this work, we propose a story segmentation method called "storyshed," which is motivated by the watershed algorithm for image segmentation but is modified to meet the need of this task.
Denote the set of scene boundaries as , in which the element denotes the boundary between the th and the -th scenes, and is the total number of scenes. The proposed storyshed algorithm is to determine whether a scene boundary is a story boundary, based on the context-based difference between adjacent scenes. The context-based difference corresponding to is denoted by . In the first step of the segmentation process, we first find the valleys and peaks from the difference curve by checking . That is (12) where denotes the set of scene boundaries in valleys, denotes the set of boundaries in peaks, and the set includes all other boundaries. Thus, . Initialize an empty set that will store the story boundaries. For each valley in , find the nearest peaks to it. Let's denote the left peak of as and the right peak of as and . Fill water into this valley until the height of the horizontal just floods or . Without loss of generality, assume that is flooded first and the height of is . Pick the scene boundaries between the peaks and , for which the corresponding context-based difference is no less than . Therefore, the set of story boundaries would be . The storyshed algorithm is summarized as follows.
Algorithm 3: The Storyshed Algorithm
Input: The set of scene boundaries and the corresponding context-based difference values . Output: The set of story boundaries.
1. According to , find the boundaries in the valley set and the peak set . 2. For each valley in , find the two nearest peaks from that are respectively at the left and the right of it. 3. For each valley in , fill water into each valley until the height of the water horizontal just floods one of the corresponding peaks. 4. Pick the scene boundaries which have context-based difference values no less than the water horizontal and are located between 's two peaks. The set of story boundaries . Fig. 11 shows an example of the processes described above. Two valleys (solid black circles) in this example are at and . The nearest peaks to are at and , and that to are at and . After the processes described above, the ones selected to be story boundaries are , and . The results reveal the boundaries that the scenes around them have significantly different context information. However, the storyshed algorithm only considers local characteristics and may miss the ones that are indeed story boundaries. For example, the scene boundary is actually a story boundary but is not detected by the prescribed approach. Basically, if the context-based difference value is large enough, the corresponding scene boundary is definitely a story boundary, no matter the difference value around this boundary (local context variation) is large or not.
To consider the global characteristics, we take the average of the context-based difference values of all peaks as a global threshold. If the difference value corresponding to a scene boundary is larger than this threshold, it's viewed as a story boundary. The global threshold is adaptively calculated according to the social relationships between roles in different movies. No manual tuning is needed. Fig. 12 shows the storyshed segmentation results with the global threshold. Now the boundary is detected as a story boundary as well. Processing with this global threshold is the same as applying a constraint in the third step of the segmentation algorithm so that the height of the water level is limited to be lower than the threshold.
The proposed story segmentation method considers role's context information between scenes and more appropriately represents the changes of stories. To our knowledge, this study is one of the first few works to perform movie story segmentation from the perspective of social relations.
The computation of story segmentation process consists of two parts: calculation of context-based difference and the storyshed algorithm. Because the complexity of the storyshed algorithm is linearly related to the number of scenes in a movie, the complexity of the whole process is bounded to the calculation of context-based difference. If there are roles and roles in two successive scenes, and and represent these two scenes' role context, the scene similarity is computed through . Therefore, the complexity is . The maximum possible number of and is , thus the complexity of computing the context-based difference between two scenes is . There are differences needed to be computed. Therefore, the complexity of computing all context-based differences is , and so is the whole story segmentation process. 
VI. EVALUATION
We use ten Hollywood movies and three TV shows to evaluate the proposed methods. The total length of the evaluation is over 21 h and 428 story segments are included. As shown in Table III , these movies belong to different genres and have different numbers of leading roles. We also show that over 97% of scenes actually contain face information, which provides a solid foundation for us to reveal role's social relationship. In order to faithfully show the effectiveness of the proposed RoleNet model, we first demonstrate the experimental results that are based on the manually-labeled data in Sections VI-A and VI-B. We then propose an implementation method in Section VI-C to automate the whole process and demonstrate the corresponding results.
A. Community Analysis
Ground Truth: For each movie, we asked three persons to manually label leading roles after watching movie. The ones that were labeled as the leading ones by all the three persons are treated as the ground truth. For macro-community, we asked three persons to label which roles belong to which macro-communities. Different annotators may have different preferences in grouping. However, the community situation is usually not intricate. Directors tend to attract the audience directly and make the scenario be understood easily. If the position of a certain role is controversial, we assign this role according to the result of majority voting.
To clarify different situations in defining community ground truth, let us assume that there are six roles (roles 1 ) to be categorized, and three subjects (A, B, C) are asked to give the community ground truth. Different identification situations are listed in Table IV . The numbers in braces denote the indices of roles. For example, in subject A's opinion represents that the roles no. 1, 2, and 3 are determined as in the same community. In the case that all subjects have different opinions, we claim that the community identification results are correct if they conform to any one of the opinions. Similar mechanism is applied to define the ground truth of micro-communities.
Performance of Leading Roles Determination:
The performance of leading role determination is shown in the third column of Table V . The numbers in each cell denote the indices of roles. For example, the roles no. 1, 2, and 6 are determined as the leading roles in M3. We can see that almost perfect performance can be achieved. The promising performance comes from two reasons. 1) Leading roles pass through most scenes in a movie and have close relationship with others. The trend of close relationships between roles is apparent. 2) The proposed method effectively captures the characteristics of leading roles. Based on the representation of RoleNet, leading roles can be clearly identified by measuring the impact of different roles. The performance in TV shows is worse than that in movies. TV shows often last for less than thirty minutes and have fewer than thirty scenes. The pace of shows is fast, because directors have to use short and fewer scenes to present stories. Moreover, the selected TV shows include many leading roles 2 . Their performance often ends before the relationships between roles are appropriately constructed. People can infer what happen and understand the subtle relationships between roles quickly, but the proposed method still appeals to the well-constructed relationships based on the frequent co-occurrence of roles.
Performance of Community Identification: The fourth column of Table V shows the performance of macro-community identification. It shows that the performance of the proposed community process is very promising for movies. Most roles are correctly assigned to the corresponding leading role. This result again confirms that the trend of mutual relationship is apparent, and the proposed method catches this characteristic.
The identification performance of TV shows is worse because we face the same situation as described in the previous section. To verify the length issue, we especially concatenate two episodes of "Sex and The City" (Season 2, Episodes 11 and 12) into a one-hour video and perform the same processes for leading role determination and community analysis. All four leading roles are correctly determined, and the results of community analysis are much better than that of analyzing one Detailed results of micro-community identification for three movies, M1, M2, and M3, are listed in Table VI . We can see that only the role no. 11 in M1, the role no. 3 in M2, and the role no. 7 in M3 are erroneously categorized.
It is hard to directly perceive the performance from the detailed results as shown in Table VI . Therefore, we design a method to quantify the massive experimental results. We transform the ground truth and the identification results into the relationships between pairs of roles. If two roles and are in the same community, the indicative values and of the pair are set as 1. Otherwise, they are set as 0. There are possible pairs if there are roles to be identified. Among the possible pairs, we calculate how many of them are correctly labeled. The ratio of correctly labeled pairs to all possible ones is used to quantify community identification results. That is, the ratio is calculated as
where and are pair relationships transformed from the ground truth and the identification results. The value indicates whether the identified result between the roles and is the same as the ground truth. The larger the ratio is, more accurate the identification results are.
Based on this measurement, we can quantify the results of micro-community identification. In addition, we also take a naïve case to be the reference basis. In the naïve case, roles are crudely viewed to be independent, and each role forms a micro-community alone. Fig. 13 shows the performance comparison for all evaluation data based on the proposed measurement. From this figure, we can easily see the superiority of the proposed micro-community identification process. For the movie M7, most scenes contain only one character. The hero has brief reunions with four women he used to know, and each woman and her relatives surely form separate micro-communities. However, among the few scenes where the leading role co-occurs with others, the leading role recalls how he interacts with all other supporting roles. This contaminates the weak relationships between the leading role and all others and correlates different micro-communities. This special arrangement harms the proposed social-based process.
Performance in TV shows is not as good as in movies. Shorter video length and more leading roles weaken the relationships among roles. Many micro-communities have only one member. Therefore, the naïve method often works well. Fig. 14 shows the results of community identification for the movie "21 Grams." Comparing Fig. 14 with Fig. 5 , we can clearly see the difference of community structures between different types of movies. Nodes in Fig. 5 are separated into two sides, while nodes in Fig. 14 distribute much more like a triangle.
B. Story Segmentation
Ground Truth: Similar to community analysis, the ground truths of story boundaries were decided manually. We invited several subjects who were not familiar the goal and process of our work and knew nothing about the chapter information in advance. They were asked to examine every scene change boundary and decide whether it's a story boundary. For every decided story boundary, opinions from different subjects were compared. If different decisions were made among subjects, the final decision was made by majority voting.
Someone may argue that the chapter information provided in DVDs could be the ground truth of story boundaries. However, if we carefully examine this information, we can easily find that many chapter boundaries are not proper story boundaries. Chapter information just provides rough browsing, and a chapter often contains more than one story segments. According to our experiments, many user-defined story boundaries don't match the chapter boundaries. Therefore, we did not adopt the DVD information as the ground truth. The numbers of story segments are listed in Table III . The number of story segments in "21 Grams" is significantly larger than others because stories in this movie are derived from three leading roles and are switched frequently.
Performance of Story Segmentation:
The results of story segmentation are presented in terms of purity [23] . Given the ground truth of stories and the results of story segmentation , the purity is defined as (15) where is the length of overlap between the stories and is the length of the story , and is the total length of all stories. In each parenthesis, the first term indicates the fraction of the current evaluated story, and the second term indicates how much a given story is split into smaller stories. The purity value ranges from 0 to 1. Larger purity value means that the result is closer to the ground truth.
We compare the performance of story segmentation based on four approaches-The tempo-based approach [8] , the one with global thresholds, the storyshed algorithm, and the storyshed algorithm with thresholds. As described in [8] , movie tempo is calculated based on motion activity, audio energy dynamics, and shot change frequency. According to the tempo curve corresponding to a movie, our previous work [8] can be applied to determine the boundaries of stories in movies. We compare the tempo-based approach with the newly proposed social-based approach to demonstrate the superiority of the latter. Fig. 15 shows that the social-based approach works much better than the tempo-based one. Although the performance improvement varies in different movies, the storyshed algorithm has significantly better performance than thresholding. After combining storyshed with thresholding, the result is even slightly better than the storyshed algorithm, especially in M3, M7, and S2. Table VII shows the overall purity in different approaches. Generally, the proposed method has about 0.48 improvement in purity over the tempo-based approach. 
C. Performance Based on Automatic Labeling
Automatic Labeling: The sections described above demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models and processes. In this section, we further propose a framework to conduct automatic scene boundary detection and labeling, and provide experimental results to show how the errors derived from automatic labeling affect the performance. Due to space limitation, we only describe the implementation in brief. For details of the implementation, please refer to [21] .
In order to achieve automatic labeling, we first apply the method proposed in [15] to perform scene detection. We then exploit OpenCV face detector [25] to detect the locations and regions of faces in each scene. There may be many errors in face detection. Therefore, we have to process the face location data further to obtain more reliable bases. Two processes are developed for this task.
1) Noise filtering: Non-face objects would be misdetected as faces. Because a non-face object may look like a face in just a certain view, we check the locations and areas of detected faces in adjacent frames and filter out those without consistent areas or similar locations. 2) Grouping: After noise filtering, two face sequences are connected if faces in them are spatially close and the time distance between two face sequences is short. Because the final result we really want is which roles appeared in which scene, we do not need to perfectly recognize every detected face in every frame. We can just sample several faces from a face sequence for face recognition, and vote to determine which face is presented. In this work, we adopt the face recognition module proposed in [26] .
It is worth noting that although the faces are taken at varying lighting conditions, scaling, or poses, we can still successfully recognize them in most scenes. A character in a scene would show up in many shots, i.e., perhaps hundreds or thousands of frames. If the character really plays an important role, directors would not take him in side-view or in back-view forever. To determine whether a character appears in a scene, we just need to successfully match the character at more than one frame. If this character really appears in this scene, the probability of the face being detected/matched is very high. Fig. 16(a) shows some keyframes of shots in a scene. It is obvious that faces would be taken at drastically different situations, and the face matching problem seems to be extremely difficult. However, if we carefully examine each shot, like the frames shown in Fig. 16(b) , we can find that we have many chances to get the frontal faces and successfully recognize the character. Actually, there are 4350 frames in the scene, and we only have to successfully recognize these two characters at least once. In the real implementation, we do not even have to examine all frames but sample one per ten frames. Of course, we still failed in some cases, as shown in Fig. 16(c) . In this scene, although it contains many shots and many frames, not anyone out of thousands of frames shows the frontal face. In this case, we may miss the chance to increase the weight values between some roles. For story segmentation, we view this scene as a single story.
Performance Based on Automatic Labeling: Although there would be errors in face recognition, we can obtain similar performance as manually-labeled data did in leading role determination. As we described in Section VI-A, the impacts of leading roles are significantly larger than others. Thus, we can still perform well even the labeling data are annoyed by recognition errors.
For macro-community identification, we list the results based on manually-labeled and automatically-labeled data in Table VIII . From this table, we see that the trend of macro-communities is also apparent, and the identification results are similar based either on manual or automatic labeling data. The performances of S1 and S3 are especially bad because poor video quality degrades the performance of face recognition. Worse face recognition results cause the errors of leading role determination, and accordingly affect the subordination between leading roles and macro-communities.
For micro-community identification, performance difference in terms of the ratio described in equation (13) is depicted in Fig. 17 . It's not unexpectable that errors of automatic labeling degrade the performance. The degree of degradation depends on the visual situations in different movies. However, the degradation is acceptable, and the results of micro-community identification are still useful in developing applications. The performance is expected to be improved when we incorporate state-ofthe-art scene boundary detection and face recognition modules in the future.
VII. DISCUSSION
We emphasize the value of analyzing movies by the proposed approaches. Although the leading roles are often tagged when movies were produced, how and where they present in scenes are missing. The scenes which different leading roles appear in construct different storylines, which are not considered in conventional approaches. In addition, knowing the communities of a movie is beneficial for browsing and organization. Recall that conventional approaches view a movie as a hierarchical structure (frames, shots, and scenes), and people conduct hierarchical browsing based on the keyframes they are seeing. This browsing scheme may be good in movies with apparent visual arrangement, such as action movies, but may not provide much information for dramatic movies. In many cases, accessing a movie based on characters, stories, or communities, are more intuitive and comprehensible to users. For example, a user can easily access "the action of justice side before the battle starts." We describe the extension and limitation of the proposed approach in the following.
A. Extension
Community-Based Hierarchical Browsing System: As we know the community structures and leading roles, a community-based browsing system can be built. This kind of browsing scheme is totally different from hierarchical shot-based browsing as presented in [16] . Users can browse the stories made by the hero and his relatives, for example, by exploring the corresponding macro-communities. More specifically, users can explore deeper to see the stories related to the hero's family or the story specifically related to an individual. Fig. 18 illustrates the community-based browsing system. At the first access, a user selects a specific role's story, e.g., the hero's father, and the scenes this role ever appears are returned. At the second access, a user selects the micro-community representing the hero's family (accessing a micro-community), and the scenes where the family members appear are returned. Note that this kind of browsing follows the "hierarchy of social relationships" rather than the "hierarchy of content-based similarity. " We can further find the hierarchical structure of a storyline based on micro-communities. For example, all the stories containing members of the macro-community led by the hero form a storyline. With the aids of micro-communities, we can further divide the storyline into the stories involving the hero's family, the stories involving the hero's work, and the stories involving the hero's friends.
Scene Description: We can develop more elaborate systems based on the results of community identification. According to the characters involved in scenes, we not only can segment different stories but also may identify the property of stories. For example, in an action movie containing two macro-communities, the stories where members in both macro-communities are involved may cause "conflict" situations. On the contrary, the stories where only members in the same macro-communities appear may be viewed as a "developing" part of a scenario. Many studies have been done to represent stories or scenes by keyframes. Techniques of semantic concept detection [31] , [32] can be applied to annotate objects, events, or sites in stories. However, semantic presentation that represents cinematic properties was rarely addressed in literature.
Compatibility: It's important to point out that the proposed method and existing content-based analysis methods are not irreconcilable. They can be integrated to achieve finer movie understanding. For example, existing scene importance measures can be integrated with the RoleNet-based measures to facilitate advanced highlight extraction. Combining these two approaches will be conducted in the future.
Extensibility: The proposed model can not only be applied to movies. Although we only provide a few sample results in the evaluation section, we can see that the proposed method can be effectively applied to TV shows. We believe that other kinds of story-oriented videos that consist of roles' interaction can be effectively modeled and analyzed in a similar way.
B. Limitation
Appropriate entities for modeling social relations may vary for different applications or in different domains of digital content. In this work, modeling of social relationship is based on the co-occurrence of characters, which is automatically inferred from the results of face detection and face registration. Although related techniques are widely studied for many years, reliable face detection/registration techniques that are invariant to lighting conditions, poses and large motion are not well developed currently. Therefore, the performance of finer analysis such as micro-community identification is influenced by the detection/registration performance.
Face recognition is not the only way to construct RoleNet. Other techniques, such as speaker identification, can also be adopted. We can identify whether a character appears in a scene based on speech information, as the works done in [22] and [23] . However, we know that both face clustering and speaker identification are not perfect currently. Therefore, we just apply a handy tool (face detection and clustering) to develop this work. Combining audio with face information to construct RoleNet is reasonable and would be developed in the future.
The proposed processes appeal to the co-occurrence frequency of roles. The performance is limited if the relationships between roles are subtle, or if the length of videos is not sufficient to clearly represent relationships. This also implies that the proposed analysis methods are not suitable to "alternative movies" or some "artistic movies," in which the directors would fully represent his/her idiosyncrasy and ignore conventional space arrangement as adopted in most Hollywood movies.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the idea of social networks to movie video analysis. Instead of utilizing audiovisual features, we treat a movie as a small society and analyze it through role's relationships. Movies are elaborately transformed to a role's social network, called RoleNet. Based on RoleNet, we develop a generic method to automatically determine the number of leading roles and identify macro-and micro-communities. Moreover, the context information is used to describe video scenes. Difference between scenes is, therefore, evaluated and used to perform story segmentation.
In the experiments, we extensively evaluate the performance of the proposed methods for different genres of movies and TV shows. The proposed modeling and processes work effectively in identifying leading roles and communities based on manually-labeled data. We also propose an implementation framework to accomplish automatic scene labeling. For automatically-labeled data, the performance degradation is expectable and is acceptable. For story segmentation, we compare the proposed algorithm with a conventional tempo-based approach. The proposed social-based segmentation method achieve about 0.69 in purity, which is much superior to that of the tempo-based approach.
With the aid of RoleNet, we approach movie understanding from a perspective different from traditional audiovisual features. We also discuss the extension and limitation of the proposed idea. In the future, we will step further to investigate and realize the potential research topics described in the discussion section. For example, by combining feature-based methods, more interesting and intelligent applications will be built. Furthermore, speaker identification techniques will be incorporated into the process of RoleNet construction, in the future.
